Yield
The Marco Yield Control Module has been
specifically developed to provide comprehensive
management data, allowing you to measure and
control your ready meal process.

How does it work...?
The Marco system uses our operator-friendly
LineMaster workstations to de-skill the manual
meal assembly process.

Factfile:

Trac-IT Yield
Control Module
Our appetite for freshly prepared, nutritional
‘ready meals’ has grown dramatically over the
past decade. To satisfy the consumer, meals
and snacks need to be visually attractive, tasty,
nutritional and sensibly priced. To meet these
parameters food manufacturers have to meet
a variety of tough challenges, targets and
legislative obligations. To remain competitive and
profitable in such situations manufacturers must
have real time control of their assembly process.

These workstations typically work in take-away
mode, whereby operators remove the required
amount of any meal component from trays placed
on the weighing platform. The simple to use traffic
light system guides operators as the meals are
assembled, ensuring individual component target
weights are kept within very close tolerances.
The clever part of the system is the automatic
optimisation (AO) software operating quietly in the
background. This continually monitors weighings
at individual stations and adjusts target weights
to keep the average weight addition and finished
meal weight right on target. The operators are
oblivious to these subtle changes and continue to
weigh out ingredients consistently to the ‘green/
accept light’.

Yield Control management is an essential part
of the overall meal assembly process. Unwanted
giveaway in terms of too much of a particular
ingredient being added to a meal can impact
on how the product looks and tastes as well
as affecting profitability. Adding too little also
affects taste and, in addition, potentially leaves
manufacturers open to the risk of breaching
packaging legislation and upsetting their client.

The module automatically produces accurate yield
data over user defined periods by batch run and
total production. Key recorded factory floor data
includes:

Effective Yield Control leads directly to:

• Actual amount used at each workstation/line

• Reduced giveaway
• Improved product consistency
• Improved productivity
• Reduced waste
• Increased profits

• Operator accountability via approved ID logon
• Number of weighings completed over time/per
operator
• Total quantity of input ingredients allocated to
any particular line
• Weighing trends by operator/line
• Rapid access to electronic traceability
• Yield data by batch run/total production

Yield
Case Study:
Company: Uniq Prepared Foods
Location: Moulton Park, Northampton
Project Objectives: To optimise sandwich
production consistency and minimise
giveaway
A prime example of the effectiveness of
Marco’s Yield Control Module is illustrated at
Uniq Prepared Foods facility at Moulton Park,
Northampton.
Uniq Prepared Foods, a division of Uniq Plc,
is an award winning supplier of high quality
sandwiches, wraps and deli products to Marks
& Spencer and European airline businesses.
Producing more than a million sandwiches and
wraps every week, the business is one of the UK’s
largest sandwich manufacturers, accounting for
over 50% of Marks & Spencer’s supply.
With well over 100 different products in Uniq’s
portfolio, flexibility, speed and precision are
key ingredients of the manufacturing process
to ensure the consistent quality and ‘aesthetic
eatability’ of the finished products.
At the heart of the Marco system are 12 semimobile stainless steel LineMaster portion control
workstations operating in take-away mode. As
the partly built sandwiches progress down the
line, operators remove the required amount
of individual sandwich components from trays
placed on the weighing platform, guided by a
simple red-amber-green traffic light system.
When line changes occur, the new ingredient
target weights and tolerances are transferred
directly from the DataMaster to the scales.

Maintaining the correct blend of sandwich
fillings, whilst minimising giveaway, requires the
optimum in line control, especially as sandwich
fillings become more complex and adventurous.
Uniq’s project engineer Lee Harris is delighted
with the way the system is operating and as he
concludes: “The recently installed Marco System
has proved itself to be a very cost effective way
of controlling our ingredient weighing and has
dramatically reduced our giveaway without
compromising line speed. The new system has
greatly improved our material usage and given us
a greater understanding of our material losses.
We have already seen a staggering £1100 saving
per week from reduction in prawn losses alone.
It has improved our line efficiency through real
time data logging of usage, runtime, batch count
and downtime.”

Contact us for details on our other
Profitability Modules:
Recipe Formulation Module
Waste Management Module
Average Weight Module
Line Control Module
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